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I. INTRODUCTION
Gene microarrays, or chips, have revolutionized the field of experimental genetics because they permit estimation of the relative expression levels of thousands of genes simultaneously. Typically, a gene micromay consists of large number of known DNA probe sequences that are placed on distinct locations on a slide. The level of hybridization of an unknown target to probe gives estimate of the abundance of the probes in the unknown target [I] .
In spotted arrays two mRNA (messenger RNA) samples, namely the control sample and the treatment sample, are reverse transcribed into cDNA (complementary DNA) samples and then tagged with two different dyes. Then these two samples are mixed and scanned to produce a spotted image depicting the variations in fluorescent intensities at each probe position. A sample microarray image is shown in Fig.1 . The integrated intensity within each spot is a measure of the level of gene expression or equivalently the mRNA abundance in the sample [I]. As gene microarrays can suffer from a high-level background noise level, accurate spot segmentation is essential for quantifying this intensity. Mathematical morphology methcds can be employed for lossless spot segmentation and to quantify spot shape vari-'Email contact: {kisrar'berot)@eecs.umich.edu. The data for this work was provided by the Senrarray Mimarray Node, h a n d Swarwp (Director).
?l , e University of Michigan, Ann h b r , MI, 481W. ability. The main focus of this paper is the extraction of spot features from a gene microarray image, which along with the spot intensity can be used for statistical analysis of spot shape and intensity variations. For this purpose we have to segment the microarray image, which is just an intensity image and can be characterized by connected pixels of similar intensity values. For the segmentation of intensity images there are four main approaches: 1) Threshold techniques, which are based on the principle that all pixels whose value lie within a certain range belong to a specific class of hybrid levels, 2) Boundary-based techniques [Z], which keep track of rapidly changing pixel values at the boundary between two regions, 3) Region-based methods [31, which are based on comparison of one pixel with its neighbor and if they all have similar values they are said to belong to the same class (an important special case is the algorithm called Seeded Region Growing (SRG) and 4) Hybrid techniques, which are a combination of boundary and region-based methods, and are very reliable in producing closed boundaries [I31 (Morphological Watershed Segmentation belongs to this class). There is a variety of software available to perform segmentation of spotted microarray images e.g. Spot [15], which uses Seeded Region Growing. Here we propose Morphological Watershed Segmentation which has the advantages: I) no seeding within spot boundaries is necessary, 2) the watershed region provide panition which is used to isolate local noise background for each spots, and 3)the implementation is fully automatic, elimination need for griddiug or other manual pre-processing. The problem at band can be viewed as reducing a database of genes An imponant morphological operator erosion (dilation) is defined as, Erosion (dilation) replaces the value of the image f at a pixel (x, y) by the infimum (supremum) of the values of f over a structuring element B (B' -reflection of B around the origin), which results in "shrinkage" ("expansion") of the image. Another very imponant morphological operation which is used extensively is called structural opening (structural closing) and is defined as,
and is used to undo the effect of erosion (dilation) by applying the associated dilation (erosion).
Another useful operator is the so-called area opening, which is used to remove grains having area below a given value from the image. Mathematically it is defined as,
where, F,(t) is a cross-section of the image intensity f and F,(t)ls = 1 , 2 , 3 are grains of the cross-section F ( t ) of the image fand a is the threshold level [12]. On the other hand area closing is used to fill in the holes in the image, whose area is smaller than a given value. It is important to note that openings (closings) are increasing, anti-extensive (extensive) and idempotent. They both are smoothing filters and are used for smoothing contours of an image, suppressing small islands and cutting narrow isthmuses. The amount of smoothening is determined by the size and shape of the structuring element used. Note that supremum of openings is also an opening and infimum of closings is also a closing. This becomes very useful in practice since it allows us to develop larger openings (closings) using elementary openings (closings).
The opening (closing) of an image f removes peaks (hollows) and ridges (ravines) from the topographic surface of the image f . Another operator, which produces such peaks (hollows) and ridges (ravines), called the opening top-hat operator (closing top-hat operator) is defined as, (6)
A morphological operator $ is said to be a morphological filter, if it is increasing and idempotent. The combination of different morphological filters also results in a morphological filter. Altemating filters are combination of closings and openings and are defined as, where kB represents (k -1) dilations and k is the size of the filter.
We can combine alternating filters to form an altemating sequential filter (ASF). This is combination of multiple closings and opening with decreasing number of dilations and it is given by. A regional minimum (regional maximum), hiinreg (MaxTeg), of 
Pk(f)
=
SPOT SEGMENTATION OF GENE MICROARRAY IMAGE
Image Segmentation is defined as the process of isolating objects in the image from the background i.e., partitioning the image into disjointed regions, such that each region is homogeneous with respect to some property [8] . Therefore, spot segmentation can be defined as the process of extracting the appre priate homogenous spots and the noise background, having the desired homogeneity property, from a microarray image. Estimation of noise background is important since it allows for the correction of the spot intensities.
In this section we apply morphological techniques, discussed briefly above, for spot segmentation of a gene microarray image.
A portion of the original image's grayscale version is shown in Fig. 2 . It can be seen, that there are bright regions inside the spots, which will cause faulty bmarization of the image,but a p plying an area opening (5) solves this problem and the result is a much smoother image, which is depicted in Fig. 3 . lluesholding the image in Fig. 3 produces the binary image shown in Fig.   4 . The number of spots produced during thresholding is determined by the threshold level we select and thus can be used to filter those spots with weak hybridization levels and can also be used for multi-threshold extraction of spots of varying intensity levels.
Two iterations of the alternating sequential filter (ASF), characterized by a cross structuring element [12] having unit radius, are applied to the image in Fig. 4 while using the sequence of opening followed by closing operators (8),(9),(10),(11). Next we find the regional maxima of the image in Fig. 4 , according to the connectivity defined by cross structuring element. These regional ma*imums act as markers for each cell, and can be seen as dark regions within spots in Fig. 5 . Now we apply the watershed transform (12) to the negation of the original image using the markers found previously and using the box-structuring element to define connectivity. These watershed lines are used to act as external markers, which mark the crest lines of the original image Fig. 1 . Further we locate the regional minima of the original image and use them as intemal markers. These extemal markers and internal markers are combined in to a joint marker, which is shown in Fig. 5 overlaid over the original image and it can be seen that the spot boundaries are well constrained between extemal and internal markers.
The watershed transform is applied to the gradient of the image [4] using the combined marker (Fig. 5 ) and the cross s m cluring element of unit radius. The resulting watershed lines are shown as green boundaries around spots and are overlaid over the original image in Fig. 6 . Generally the gradient operator is overly sensitive to grayscale variation and noise and it can cause creation of a large number of irrelevant catchment basins, a problem called oversegmentaion. However, by using watershed transform techniques we can avoid overgsegmentation problems as seen in the fmal result in Fig. 6 , at low computational cost. Another advantage of watershed segmentation is that we extract and characterize noise background features since the watershed provides regions in the neighborhood of each spot. Now by using boundaries of the extracted spots we can find foreground intensities for each spot and use them for statistical analysis. The plot of Cy5 vs. Cy3 intensities of the extracted spots is shown in Fig. 87 . 
IV. QUANTIFICATION OF SPOT SHAPES
Our accurate spot and noise segmentation permits quantification of spot shape and other characteristics e.g. noise, In particular, a'B-spline is fit to the sample points by first sorting points by their angle about the centroid. Following this each sample point, rl, is associated with a curve parameter t i , which is computed using a measure of arc length: the sum of 
B. Cicularity Coefficients
After determining the coefficient vectors of the B-splines, we developed a database of spot shapes in the microarray image. This database can be used to query for a possible correlation of spot shape to factors such as intensity, background noise and microarray print-head variation. We also constructed a database r of shape statistics including the spot circularity coefficient ri. The circularity coefficient is defined as the ratio of first moment squared of the splined boundary r(0) to second moment of the splined boundary, which can be computed directly from spline coefficients, where = JO"Bk(0). This shape statistic tells how close the spot's shape is to a perfect circle. Note that the range of this coefficient is 0 5 7; 5 1, where r; = 1 for a circular spot boundary. Since the surface of the microarray print head is disk shaped the closer the r, for i-th spot is to I , the higher the confidence in the accuracy of measured probe response. Circularity coefficients for a few spots are shown in Fig. 9 , where columns of the table represent the column indexes and rows represent the row indexes of the microarray grid, and blank cells correspond to spot locations which were were not detected as spots of interest during the analysis. Note that upper left p m of table in table corresponds to spots in Region B, Region C and Region D respectively. Circularity coefficients for each spot are analyzed with other spot characteristics, and one of these analysis is shown in Fig. 1 I, which depicts that majority of extracted spots have high circularity coefficient, with the exception of those which have very small radii or those with very large radii. 
C. Eigen Analysis of Extracted Spots
Using the shape parameters given by the B-spline, the statistics of spot shape can be computed and analyzed as a function of spot intensity level. Any correlation between intensity and shape can subsequently be used to improve estimates of overall hybridization levels, possibly leading to more accurate gene microanay analysis. After extracting the spot boundary for the i-th spot we normalize the spot's intensity so that it sums to one and this normalized intensity can be viewed as a probability dishibution, Q;(x, y) for the i-th spot. Now using the centroid and the distribution of the i-th spot, the covariance matrix, Cli, for that spot is constructed by using the relation, 0; = [Azi,A~;l'Qi(x,~)lAzi,Ayil (16) where Ax{ = z -mx; and Ay; = x -myi, with mx; and myi being x and y coordinates respectively of the centroid of the i-th spot. This is followed by eigen-analysis of Ri of each spot to find eigen-vectors Q1 and 5 ;~ for the covariance matrix of the i-th spot. The first eigen-vector c;~ lies along the axis that bas the most 'mass' concentrated and the second eigen-vector CZ is orthogonal to this. Thus we can see that the eigen-vectors line up with the distribution (intensity) of the spot as depicted in Fig. 
10.
v. CONCLUSION Spot extraction of a gene microarray image has been achieved using the watershed segmentation and other morphological techniques for image analysis. This method is robust to noise problems leading to oversegmentation. The computational requirements of ow procedure are very low. The detected boundaries of the extracted spots are used to obtain B-spline coefficients of the shape, which are further stored in a database for quantification of spot variations. Using morphological segmentation permits us to perform shape and intensity analysis.
